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Tango mini Stick Short

Price 16.21 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1589

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
SKOFF is a Polish company internationally successful in the field of architectural lighting. We have paid particular attention to
its collection of luminaires with LED module prefilled. Simplicity and consistency in design and above all practicality, make the
facilities meet the most sophisticated requirements.

Customers appreciate particularly low power consumption. TANGO STICK for MINI SHORT it is just 0,3-0,5W. The unit is part of
the collection Music Line and exactly one luminaire TANGO STICK with reduced dimensions. The width and length is - 6cm. All
devices are inspired by the shape of a square.

Type of products referred to as Short characterized by retracted in the housing LED module emitting light from one place,
giving the effect of the so-called. Curtain.

Other product features include long life - 50 thousand. burning hours. Parallel connection. Degree of protection IP56 level, or
LED module is protected against mechanical damage, water jet and dust. Proposed by the manufacturer type mounting
surface is aluminum. The color of the emitted light is warm white color temperature of 3500-4000 K. The manufacturer gives a
2-year warranty.

Stick stands as a product of the easiest of the available ways to mount: with glue or double-sided tape. Thanks fulfills its
functions in passageways, at the stairs, but it works perfectly in the sites of furniture or small bays.

LED lighting fixture designed to illuminate routes.
benefits:
The effect of light curtain
Long life - 50 000 hours
Very low energy consumption
solid construction
Material: Stainless steel or aluminum
Application:
Highlighting routes
stairs
risers
Furniture site
Decorating the walls with light

Technical data
Supply voltage: 10 V DC
Light source: non-exchangeable LED module
Color temperature:
3500-4000 K (WW warm white)
5000-7000 K (W cool white)
Mounting: with adhesive tape or glue
The degree of protection IP 56
Type of connection: Parallel
Recommended Power: ZOL6, ZOL7, ZOL15, ZOL16

trade data
Unit dimensions: 60 x 60 mm

Warranty Period: 24 months
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This product has additional options:

Light color: Warm white , Cold white , blue , Green , Red
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